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Silk bubble dress

by Boxfresh; jacket by Sessun (Bamboo Ballroom); 
Miz Mooz black ankle boots (Wener’s); possibility belt, cherish ring and polish 

earrings (Bauxo) 



 



 

Hound’s-tooth dress shirt

by Filippa K; cardigan by Full Circle; denim by Seven’s 
Belt and double breasted pea coat by D&G (Henry) 

Glasses by Toast (Women of Vision) 



 



 

Silk top and tweed high waisted jumper 

by Sweet Soul (Bamboo Ballroom) 
Hispanitas black heels (Wener’s); perceive ring, flare bracelet, fame earrings 

(Bauxo) 
Glasses by Valentino (Women of Vision) 



 



Black dress shirt 

by reflex; argyle sweater by JC Rags; jeans by matinique; Geox boot (Chemistry 
Clothing)  



 

Black pants, shirt and silk flower print tie 

by Hugo Boss; triple buckle belt by YMC 
Shoes by Converse (Henry); glasses by Jean Paul Gaultier (Women of Vision) 



 

Cham sweater by Killah 

(Bamboo Ballroom); Hispanitas black slim boot (Wener’s) 



Possibility belt on wrist, notify bracelet, direct bracelet, response necklace (Bauxo)
Glasses by Valentino (Women of Vision)  

 





 

Mandarin dress

by Tension; mock neck wrap by Dex; brown boot by bandolino (C’est Sera) 
 

Sport jacket by Horst

; jeans by Moto; shirt and v neck by Mexx; black boot by Replay (Chemistry 
Clothing) 



 



 

Red top 

by Religion; jean by Paige (Bamboo Ballroom) 
Question bracelet (Bauxo); San Miguel Lucero stripe boot (Wener’s) 

Killah jacket (Bamboo Ballroom  



 

 

Double breasted black cardigan 

by Filippa K; flannel shirt by Paul Smith Jeans; denim by Nudie; Opening 
Ceremony zip boot (Gravity Pope)  



 



 

Skirt and jacket 

by Solola; leggings by Dex; imperial turtleneck by Tension; 
bobbi blue keeley shoe (C’est Sera)  



 



 

Hoodie and t-shirt 

by MHI; jacket by Trovata; denim by Maharishi; 
Adidas superstar shoes; Canada Goose hat (Henry)  



 

Dress and jacket 

by Rodebjer; leggings by Filippa K; green Repetto heel; 
Anna Decourley chain (Gravity Pope) 

 

Hispanitas (Wener’s) 



 



 

Container jacket 

by Acne; Jovovitch-Hawk dress; Forte-Forte black tights; 
Objects in Mirror ankle boots and Bing Bang necklace (Gravity Pope) 

Glasses by harry lary paris (Women of Vision) 

  

Style Credits

Photography & concept 
francis Tetrault 

location stylists 
renee poirier & darren boltz 

hair & makeup 
by the cutting room 

hair 
jonn gluwchynski & kim arendt 



makeup 
jovan clark 

models 
jessica & zac 

agency 
mode models 

layout 
sean rivalin 

location 
in front of the lens 

thanks to:

stacey & kyla at bamboo ballroom 
tracy at c’est sera / chemistry 

ari at gravity pope 
jackie at women with vision 

darren at henrys 
cathy and tom at weners 

the team at bauxo 

remember,  
these people can style for you
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